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The intergranular exchange coupling effects are investigated via thermal activation of magnetization
reversal in the magnetic relaxation process, combined with Henkel plots and the measurement of
susceptibilities in three types of Pr9Fe85.5B5.5 ribbons. Exchange interaction between hard-hard grains
is proposed in optimal melt-spun ribbons, as well as in over melt-spun ribbons even bearing a weak
exchange coupling between soft-hard grains. In under melt-spun ribbons, the decoupled effect is
proposed between hard-hard grains. These investigations may contribute to a clear understanding
about the complicated nature of the intergranular exchange coupling in nanocomposite magnets.
C 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4863749]
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Nanocomposite magnets have a giant energy product,1
which theoretically owes to the exchange coupling between
magnetically hard phase with high coercivity and soft phase
bearing high saturation magnetization.2–7 The effect of
exchange coupling varies widely due to its strong dependence on the intrinsic interfacial nature, grain size, exchange
coefficient, and magnetocrystalline anisotropy.8–16 Actually,
exchange coupling exists not only between soft-hard grains
resulting in a strong resistance against magnetization reversal in soft grains1 but also between hard-hard grains leading
to more uniform magnetization behaviors.17 The intergranular exchange coupling effect, even investigated extensively,
remains unclear to some degree due to its complicated feature in nanocomposite magnets.
Owing to the intergranular exchange coupling effect,
magnetization is more reversible, and reversible magnetization reversal is founded not only in soft grains but also in
hard grains.18,19 Thermal activation of magnetization reversal in the reversible magnetization process originates from
magnetization reversal in hard grains, since the exchange
coupling energy overcomes the energy barrier with the driving of thermal fluctuation,20 which shed a new light to probe
the exchange coupling effect. Henkel plots are also used to
check the exchange coupling effect in isotropic nanostructured magnets.21,22 In this paper, we investigate the intergranular exchange interaction via thermally activated process,
combined with Henkel plot and the measurement of susceptibility in three types of Pr9Fe85.5B5.5 ribbons. It is expected
that these investigations may contribute to a better understanding of the exchange coupling effect in nanocomposites
with a hybrid structure.
Pr2Fe14B/a-Fe ribbons with a nominal composition of
Pr9Fe85.5B5.5 were obtained by melt spinning method. The
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ingot was melted by induction melting in a quartz tube, and
then the melt was ejected onto the surface of a rotating copper wheel by pressurized argon atmosphere. The surface velocity of copper wheel was varied for optimizing the
magnetic properties. The samples prepared in melt spinning
at wheel surface velocities of 20.5 m/s, 21.5 m/s, and 23 m/s
were selected as under (sample A), optimal (sample B), and
over melt-spun sample (sample C), respectively. The phase
compositions were examined by x-ray diffraction (XRD)
using Cu Ka radiation and grain sizes were derived by
Scherrer formula. Magnetic measurements were performed
using superconducting quantum interference device
(SQUID) vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) at the temperature of 300 K.
The XRD patterns of samples A, B, and C are displayed
in Fig. 1(a). All of the samples show a mixture of a-Fe and
isotropic Pr2Fe14B structure phases. Compared with those in
sample A, the intensities of diffraction peaks are a little low
in sample B, and some peaks nearly disappear. This result is
an indication of finer grains and implies a small fraction of
residual interfacial amorphous phase at grain boundary. It is
believed that exchange coupling at interface is enhanced
owing to the amorphous grain boundaries.9–11 In sample C,
owing to the higher quenching rate in melt spinning, the content of residual interfacial amorphous phase is a little more
than in sample B. According to Scherrer formula, it is estimated that the average grain sizes of Pr2Fe14B in samples A,
B, and C are 21.9, 17.5, and 16.8 nm, respectively, and those
of a-Fe are 18.7, 16.4, and 15.3 nm, respectively.
Accordingly, the magnetic properties are different among
the three samples.
Fig. 1(b) shows the hysteresis loops for samples A, B,
and C at the temperature of 300 K. The squareness of demagnetization curve in second quadrant is better for sample B
than for samples A and C, which implies well exchange coupling existing in the optimal melt-spun ribbons and weak
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FIG. 2. The field HR dependences of the value of magnetization reversal in
the process of keeping the field fixed at zero for 300 s in samples A, B, and
C at the temperature of 300 K, and the inset shows the process of magnetic
relaxation after the field is cycled from 6.4 kOe.

FIG. 1. The XRD patterns of samples A, B, and C (a). The hysteresis loops
for samples A, B, and C at the temperature of 300 K (b).

exchange coupling in under and over melt-spun ribbons.
Although the magnetic properties are investigated in meltspun ribbons in a large amount of experiments, the exchange
interactions cannot be explained between soft-hard grains
alone, and they are believed to be different in a large extent
even both weak in under and over melt-spun ribbons.
Owing to exchange interaction the magnetization is
more reversible.23 With this in mind, we could probe the
exchange coupling effects in a different method. In this
method, first, after magnetized to saturation in positive direction, a negative field HR is applied on the sample, and then
the field is cycled to 0 kOe and kept fixed for a waiting time
of 300 s. The inset in Fig. 2 shows the magnetization versus
the waiting time in the magnetic relaxation process after the
field is cycled from 6.4 kOe. Fig. 2 shows the dependences
of DMactive on field HR . Here, DMactive denotes the value of
magnetization reversal in the process of keeping the field
fixed at zero for 300 s. The values of DMactive are larger in
samples B and C than in sample A, which is supposed to
originate from the difference of exchange coupling effects in
these samples.
The magnetization reversal in magnetic relaxation
results from thermal activation over energy barrier.24–30 The
anisotropy energy in soft grain is very weak, so the energy
barrier is due to the larger magnetocrystalline anisotropy in
hard grains. In the remanence state, the magnetization is
non-uniform in some hard grains, and a disorder magnetic
structure exists within some soft grain.31 So there exists the
reversed domain, but the energy barrier is at hard grain interface hindering the domain wall motion.32–35 In

magnetization reversal, the nucleation of reversed domain is
necessary,32,36–38 and in the magnetic relaxation a thermally
activated nucleation is transferred into hard grain surface,
which is due to that the energy barrier is reduced by the isotropic exchange coupling and overcome with the driving of
thermal fluctuation,20,38,39 subsequently leading to the depinning and free propagation of domain wall within the hard
grain. Therefore, although the thermal activation involves
magnetization reversal in soft grains, it originates from magnetization reversal in hard grains owing to the exchange coupling at hard grain interface.20 The magnetization reversal of
soft grain follows that of the neighboring hard grains, and
consequently amplifies the value of thermal activation.20,40
Bearing these in mind, we can speculate the exchange
coupling effect at hard grain interface in these samples. For
samples B and C, the significant thermal activation involves
the reversible magnetization reversal in hard grains, indicating that the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy in hard
grains is overcome by exchange coupling energy with the
driving of thermal fluctuation, which owes to the intrinsic
exchange coupling effect at hard grain interface. For sample
A, the thermal activation of magnetization reversal is less
significant, and so magnetization reversal occurs less possibly in hard grains, which implies a decoupled effect between
hard-hard grains.
The exchange coupling at hard grain interface involves
that not only between hard-hard grains but also between
soft-hard grains, and because of the exchange coupling
between soft-hard grains the thermal activation of magnetization reversal also involves that of soft grains. So the
exchange coupling effect is necessary to be further investigated in these samples. Henkel plots (dm curve) are used to
check the exchange coupling effect, which are defined as
dm ¼ ½2Mr ðHÞ þ Md ðHÞ=Mr  1.21,22 Here, Mr ðHÞ is the
remanence which is obtained by applying and the subsequent
removal of a positive field H, Mr is the remanence for the
sample magnetized to saturation, and Md ðHÞ is the remanence by applying and the subsequent removal of a negative
field H on the sample after magnetized to saturation. It can
be seen in Fig. 3 that the peaks on dm curves are nearly the
same for samples B and C, but lower for sample A. The
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FIG. 3. dm curves for samples A, B, and C.

positive dm value indicates that exchange interaction is dominant over dipolar interaction. According to these facts, it
seems that the exchange coupling effect is strong both in
samples B and C, but weak in sample A. Actually, in the formula dm ¼ ½Md ðHÞ þ 2Mr ðHÞ=Mr  1, Mr ðHÞ and Md ðHÞ
are the remanences which are irreversible magnetization,
and the irreversible magnetization results from the magnetization in hard grains. So it is more reasonable to say that dm
could check the exchange coupling effect directly between
hard-hard grains rather than between soft-hard grains.17 So
according to the dm curves, the decoupled effect is confirmed between hard-hard grains in sample A, and the
exchange interaction is evident between hard-hard grains in
samples B and C. However, for sample C, since the squareness of demagnetization curve deteriorates, the exchange
coupling effect is weak between soft-hard grains, which
owes to the less content of hard phase and more content of
residual interfacial amorphous phase.
In nanocomposite magnets, reversible magnetization reversal mainly originates from the effect of exchange coupling, and irreversible magnetization results from
magnetization reversal in hard grains.17 For understanding
fully the intergranular exchange effect, we investigate the reversible susceptibility xrev =Ms and irreversible susceptibility
xirr =Ms in these samples (shown in Fig. 4). At the field lower
than the coercive field, for sample C, the magnetization is
the most reversible, suggesting the exchange interaction
existing in the over melt-spun ribbons. For sample A, the
magnetization is more reversible than that for sample B at
low demagnetizing field, which should be attributed to the
exchange coupling between soft-hard grains in the under
melt-spun ribbons. However, as seen in the inset of Fig. 4,
the irreversible magnetization is the most dominant at low
demagnetizing field for sample A, indicating a weak resistance against magnetization reversal in some hard grains and
the decoupled effect between hard-hard grains.
Bearing these facts in mind, the intergranular exchange
coupling effect is much clear in the samples. For sample A,
due to the decoupled effect between hard-hard grains, magnetization reversal occurs more probably in hard grains at
low demagnetizing field. This magnetization reversal is
more irreversible, and so the thermal activation of magnetization reversal is less dominant in the magnetic relaxation
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FIG. 4. The reversible susceptibility vrev =Ms versus the field for samples A,
B, and C at the temperature of 300 K, and the inset shows irreversible susceptibility virr =Ms versus the field.

process. It is worthwhile to note that soft grains are coupled
with hard grains, so the reversible magnetization is evident
in sample A. For samples B and C, owing to the exchange
coupling at hard grain interface, it is that in some hard grains
magnetization reversal is also reversible, and so the thermal
activation is dominant. However, for sample C, it is noted
that, due to the less content of hard phase and more content
of amorphous phase, the exchange coupling strength is weak
between soft-hard grains and the resistance against magnetization reversal is weak in some grains, even though the
intrinsic coupling strength is strong at hard grain interface
and the magnetization reversal is more reversible.
In summary, even with a rather complicated feature the
intergranular exchange coupling effect could be investigated
via different angles, i.e., the thermal activation, Henkel plots
and the susceptibilities. According to the investigations, it
becomes much clear about the nature of exchange coupling
between hard-hard grains and between soft-hard grains in
under, optimal and over melt-spun ribbons. It is expected
that these investigations may contribute to a better understanding of the exchange coupling effect in nanocomposite
magnets.
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